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EXERCISE 1  / MINI SCENARIOS 
UPLOAD MANUAL 

 
 
This Upload manual consists for detailed instructions how to upload the mini scenario and how to 
compelte and send the main beanthrow map. 
 
INDEX: 
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1.3. Uploading 
 
2. Making the master BeanThrow map 
 

0. Before you start 
 
1. Do not log on with one username simultaneously on two or more computers. 
2. Prepare all material first (images, texts) and only then upload to the page. Use control + paste for text 
to speed up the process. 
 

1. Making the mini scenario 
 
1.1. preparing the main image 
 
- Open it in Photoshop and check the color mode (set it to RGB) 
- Resize image so that the maximum proportion is 800x600 px 
- Annotate the image with the EOTM processes with the following colours 
 E: RGB = 123, 175, 222 
 O: RGB = 247, 173, 206 
 T: RGB = 145, 168, 60 
 M: RGB = 254, 205, 7 
- Save image as JPG with specific name for this mini scenario msXXYYNN.jpg, where: 

XX = x coordinate of the bean throw map 
 YY = y coordinate of the bean throw map 
 NN = specific number of this mini scenario 



1.2. preparing the location map 
 
- Open the beanthrow map titled tempelhof.dwg 
- Use the prepared cross and number to mark your mini scenario 
- Name the mini scenario cross with a two digit number NN 
- Go to File > Plot 
- Print a PDF or an EPS (Post Script) 
 Use snaps for defining a window 
 If printing to Post Script, then choose Plot to File 
 All other settings in the image below 
 

 
 
- Save the PDF 
- Open the PDF in Photo Shop (proportions 350x248) 
 

 
 
- Rotate the image! 
- Check that the color mode is set to RGB 
- save the image as JPG with specific name for this mini scenario msXXYYNNa.jpg, where: 

XX = x coordinate of the bean throw map 
 YY = y coordinate of the bean throw map 
 NN = specific number of this mini scenario 

do not forget the letter “a” at the end 



1.3. Uploading 
 
- Go to www.urban gallery.net/tempelhof 
- Click Admin Panel (lower right corner) 
 

 
 
- login with the username for your group 
 

Username:  GroupGG 
Password GroupGGpass 

 
Where GG represents the number of your group ( 01, 02, 03, … 18 ) 

 

 
 
- click Posts 
- click Add New 
- Enter Title of Post (Enter title here) as msXXYYNN, where again: 

XX = x coordinate of the bean throw map 
 YY = y coordinate of the bean throw map 
 NN = specific number of this mini scenario 
 
- Select Element type = Mini Scenario 
- Select Category (in the right column) – this opens all the sub fields for filling in the Mini Scenario 
-  Follow the instructions for each field 
- Press Publish (top right column)  



2. Making the master BeanThrow map 
 
The main benathrow map will be a culmination of all the bean sites. Just like you tagged them on the 
printed maps, we need to do the same for a digital version. In order to do this each group will mark up 
their designated sqares and send it via e-mail so we can combine all the files. 
 
- Open the beanthrow map titled tempelhof.dwg. 
- Use the prepared cross and number to mark your mini scenarios. 
- Check where all your bean throwing sites are on your maps from Wednesday. 
- Copy the corss to every of your bean site locations (visited and not visited). 
- The bean sites that you visited also number with the two digit number NN. 
- You end up with a file that has all your crosses PLUS the numbers for Mini Scenario sites that you 
visited. 
- Save the file as GroupGG.dwg , where GG represents the number of your group ( 01, 02, 03, … 18 ). 
- Send only the GroupDD.dwg file to admin@urban-gallery.net by end of Monday 24.10.2011. 
- Do not send the JPG file of the Tempelhof area! 
 


